Long-span, mate-pair scaffolding and other methods for faster next-generation sequencing library creation
Illumina or 454 sequencing at an overall efficiency of >60%, which is significantly better than existing long-span, mate-pair systems. This Application Note will describe the unique pNGS FOS vector, which contains primer binding sites for next-generation sequencing (NGS) from Illumina or Roche 454 platforms, as well as the methodology used to create long-span, mate-pair libraries for de novo genome assembly. In addition, we describe the NxSeq DNA Sample Prep Kits, which feature a combined end-repair and A-tailing master mix to enable significantly faster DNA library preparation for NGS applications. 
pNGS FOS vector

Unique workflow
The lack of specific 4-cutter restriction sites within the pNGS-FOS vector allows significant workflow enhancements over other methods and proceed to sequencing (Fig. 2) .
High-efficiency 40-kb paired-end sequencing
To demonstrate the efficiency of cloning and sequencing with the pNGS FOS vector, we performed large-scale, long-span, mate-pair sequencing of a human cell line (GM15510; Coriell) using Illumina technology. Sixty-four percent of filtered reads accurately mapped to the genome ( Table 1 ). This efficiency, many-fold higher than that of existing systems, will allow the accurate assembly of genomes with NGS platforms for the first time.
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